Television Academy
2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Animated Program
For a single episode of a series or for a special. NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in
this category that you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than five votes in this category
will void all votes in this category.)

001

American Dad!
Minstrel Krampus
Stan and Roger team up with Santa and travel to Bavaria to rescue Steve from Krampus, the Christmas
Demon.

002

Archer
Archer Vice: The Rules Of Extraction
Archer, Ray, and Cyril raft down a crocodile-filled river while Lana and Pam plan a spa day for Malory.

003

The Awesomes
The Super-Hero Awards, Part 1
The first annual Superhero Awards take place at the White House. Confirming Prock's suspicions, Dr.
Malocchio reveals two secret weapons - one of whom is a member of The Awesomes.

004

Bob's Burgers
Mazel Tina
When Bob's Burgers is hired to cater a bat mitzvah, Tina joins in the party - a lot.

005

Brickleberry
Woody's Girl
After having a stroke, Woody decides to do yoga and joins a cult led by Astral. This leads Woody to the
edge of Brickleberry cliff with the rest of Astral's cult followers. Disasters pile up as Ethel rushes to keep up
with the calamities.

006

China, IL
Chinaman Begins
Frank desperately wants to be the "Person of the Day."

007

Chozen
Da Director
Tracy and Chozen collaborate on a video while Ricky and Crisco attempt to get Troy laid.

008

Community: Government Issue Jeff (G.I. Jeff)
Jeff suffers a psychotic break that entrenches him and the rest of the study group in the animated world of G.I.
Joe.
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009

Disney Gravity Falls
Land Before Swine
When a pterodactyl snatches Waddles, the Pines family must journey to a land trapped in time to rescue
him.

010

Disney Sofia the First: The Floating Palace
During her family vacation on a floating palace, Sofia arrives at a special cove and befriends a curious
young mermaid. When her new mermaid friend is captured by a sorcerer in disguise, Sofia must transform
into a mermaid and dive into the underwater world to save her.

011

Doc McStuffins: A Very McStuffins Christmas
It’s Christmas Eve. Donny’s excited to get Commander Crush as a present. When the elf delivering it breaks
a piece, Doc travels to Santa’s workshop to find a replacement. Santa takes them home in his sleigh in time
for Donny to open his Spacebot. It’s a very McStuffins Christmas indeed.

012

Family Guy
Christmas Guy
After Carter cancels the Quahog Christmas Carnival, it's up to Peter to get him into the holiday spirit.
Meanwhile, Stewie tries to find a way to bring back his best friend, Brian.

013

Futurama
Meanwhile
In the series finale, Fry asks Leela to marry him, and they face their destiny together as the Professor's latest
invention alters the fabric of time.

014

The Legend Of Korra
Darkness Falls/A Light In The Dark
Korra discovers a new twist in Unalaq’s evil plan. Meanwhile, Tenzin realizes he must face his own demons
in order to save his daughter. Korra discovers a way she may be able to defeat the ultimate dark spirit and
save the world.

015

The Looney Tunes Show
Here Comes The Pig
Daffy convinces Porky that they should go on a road trip to Porky’s third grade girlfriend’s wedding in an
attempt to win her back. Cecil Turtles stars in a Merrie Melodies video.

016

The Powerpuff Girls: Dance Pantsed
Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup return with sugar, spice and everything nice as they once again need to
save the city of Townsville, and all before bedtime!
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017

Regular Show: The Thanksgiving Special
The park guys need to get Thanksgiving dinner for their families to save Thanksgiving.

018

Rick And Morty
Rick Potion #9
Rick helps Morty win over the girl of his dreams.

019

Robot Chicken DC Comics Special II: Villains In Paradise
We see what it’s like working in the Hall of Doom: Batman’s grief whenever he has to ride in one of Green
Lantern's power ring bubbles, Starro’s origin and what happens when the DC villains end up on the same
beach as the DC heroes at spring break!

020

The Simpsons
Brick Like Me
Homer wakes up in a world where his family and all of Springfield is made entirely of LEGO. If he ever wants
to return to his beloved 2-D home, he must discover the reason for the transformation and set things right.

021

South Park
Black Friday
The dark days of winter are coming and that can only mean one thing: the fight to be the first in the mall on
Black Friday has begun. The boys prepare to battle the crowds the day after Thanksgiving to get the best
deal on the new gaming systems.

022

SpongeBob SquarePants
SpongeBob, You're Fired!
In order to save money, Mr. Krabs fires SpongeBob. However, unable to just “do nothing," SpongeBob
decides to go back to work, no matter what - or where.

023

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Manhattan Project
Facing Shredder’s deadly new assassin, Leo must decide whether to risk his brother’s lives or ask for
Splinter’s help. Donnie must put aside his rivalry with Casey in order to uncover a new Kraang plot.

024

Toy Story OF TERROR!
What starts out as a fun road trip for the “Toy Story” gang takes an unexpected turn for the worse when the trip
detours to a roadside motel.
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025

Transformers Prime Beast Hunters: Predacons Rising
A resurrected Unicron has taken over the now empty body of Megatron to seek vengeance on the Autobots.
Meanwhile, this formidable enemy forces an unlikely alliance between the Autobots, Decepticons,
Predaking and two new Predacons, who come together in an epic battle to help protect their newly restored
planet.

026

TripTank
Shovels Are For Digging
Ricky the Rocketship takes some friends to the moon; a paranoid and delusional homeless man hosts a
talk show; and "the birds and the bees" talk gets an update.

End of Category
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027

Adventure Time
Be More
When BMO starts malfunctioning, Finn and Jake must disguise themselves as MO's and take their sick friend
back to the MO factory. Can they fix BMO before the other MO's figure out they're not computers?

028

AJ's Infinite Summer
A happy-go-lucky teenager named AJ and his offbeat friends attempt to have the greatest summer ever.

029

Aqua TV Show Show
Banana Planet
Meatwad's discovery of a mysterious banana-shaped planet calls for some last minute interplanetary
exploration.

030

Axe Cop
When Night Creatures Attack
Axe Cop and Flute Cop must track down the Sun Thieves before the entire world is torn apart by Night
Creatures.

031

Batman Beyond
The Batman of the future and his mentor, Bruce Wayne, must take on a very familiar looking nemesis.

032

Batman Strange Days
A lost tale from Batman’s past: the Dark Knight tracks a strange giant to the mysterious lair of Dr. Hugo
Strange.

033

Bug Salad
Winston’s intentions of being a good neighbor get side tracked when he’s introduced to the addictive
excitement of opening other people’s mail.

034

Clarence
Great Day With A Girl
Clarence and Amy, a unique girl from down the street, bond over a hunt for a monster-sized rock called an
“erratic.”

035

Disney Gravity Falls Shorts
Dipper's Guide To The Unexplained: The Tooth
Dipper and Mabel find a gigantic tooth on a lakeshore and set out to find where it came from.
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036

Disney Mickey Mouse
'O Sole Minnie
Mickey attempts to woo Minnie over the course of a busy day in Venice, Italy.

037

Disney Phineas and Ferb
Thanks But No Thanks
Finding out about Vanessa and Monty dating, Carl uses this secret to his advantage. Candace discovers
that a neighbor is a witness to what the boys have been up to. Meanwhile, Doof tries to get rid of a Scottish
musician.

038

The Gravy Boat Song
The National performs Gene’s newest Thanksgiving carol. Their melancholy take on this silly song about a
“gravy boat filled with bravery, savory sailor folk,” is paired with a psychedelic, slow-motion music video that
takes us on a journey from the dinner table to Bob’s mouth.

039

Green Arrow: Onomatopoeia-Bot
Green Arrow and Black Canary have a contest to see who can beat the most Ono Bots, while Bow keeps
score.

040

High School USA!
The Early 90s
For a class assignment, the gang has to live one weekend without their cell phones and computers to
experience life in the early 90s.

041

Long Live The Royals
Just because they are royalty doesn’t mean they are perfect.

042

Lucas Bros Moving Co.
AC Tundra
The Lucas Bros. install an A/C unit for a friend.

043

MAD
MAD's 100th Episode Special
This anniversary episode pokes fun at Man of Steel, Sanjay and Craig and One Direction. Plus, a very
special Spy vs. Spy, Alfred E. Neuman and more!
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044

Regular Show
The Last Laserdisc Player
Mordecai, Rigby, Muscle Man, and Hi Five Ghost want to get a laserdisc player so they can watch the
director’s cut of a cult classic.

045

Robot Chicken
Born Again Virgin Christmas Special
Robot Chicken takes down Christmas once again! The origins of the Heat Miser and Snow Miser are
revealed; witness Ebenezer Scrooge learn the true TRUE meaning of Christmas; learn the perils of getting a
job at the North Pole; discover how Santa Claus ruined World War One’s greatest day!

046

Shazam: Courage
Billy Batson transforms into Shazam in order to see an R-rated, scary movie. Maybe not the best idea before
a dark and spooky walk home.

047

Squidbillies
Drone To The Bone
America declares war on Early's new neighborhood.

048

Steven Universe
Laser Light Cannon
A magical comet hurtles toward Beach City and Steven must dig through his father’s collection of junk to find
the weapon that can save the town.

049

Teen Titans Go!
Books
The Titans discover the wonders of reading… but after opening a book that brings their thoughts to life, they
must fight their own imaginations!

050

Übermansion
A glimpse into the mundane humanity of six super heroes all living in the same mansion.

051

Uncle Grandpa
Leg Wrestle
When Uncle Grandpa and Mr. Gus argue over what show to watch on TV, Pizza Steve has the perfect way to
solve their dilemma: leg wrestling battle!
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052

Vanity Code
How To Behave At A Swingers Party
If you've ever found yourself at a swingers party, or wanting to join a swingers party, it’s important to follow
eight simple rules. Starting with rule No. 1: always know where the exits are.

053

Wander Over Yonder
The Picnic
Hater needs to focus if he’s going to defeat his nemesis, Emperor Awesome, and win ultimate cosmic power,
but Wander is having a picnic right next to Hater’s epic battle.

End of Category
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